First Annual Pacific Coast Archery Festival
Attention All Archers,
In a quest to bring diverse archers together from all over, Conejo Valley Archers (CVA) are going “all in”
with the full blown “Pacific Coast Archery Festival.” Given the unique facilities we have in Simi Valley (64
acre range with 3 venues), we are offering 3 tournaments on the same day including a NFAA Classic 600,
a 20 target 3D and a NFAA 28 target field round, for your archery enjoyment.
During the past year, with the generous financial support of the Easton Foundation, CVA has installed a
new tournament range. This range can handle forty, 122cm target lanes out to 90 meters. This allows
us to have regional target tournaments and significantly expand our tournament offerings to the archery
community. We will be having a grand opening of this new facility, as it will be our first tournament on
this new venue.
Now, what makes an “Archery Festival” different from just a “tournament?”
•

•
•

•
•
•

We have designed the event to have three diverse tournaments, which should bring archers
together that typically don’t cross paths (i.e. many target archers have never shot a 3D course,
etc…)
You will be able to shoot all three tournaments and you can have bragging right as the Pacific
Coast Archery Festival Divisional Champion
We encourage clubs to set up a hospitality tent for their teams. Hang out with your buddies,
make new friends with surrounding clubs, and hand out literature about your club and
upcoming events.
This is a way for the archery community to come together and share our love of the sport, like
no other event.
In the afternoon, you can also come out and shoot Harvey, our 7-foot-tall white rabbit CLOUT.
And there will be various archery demonstrations during the day.

So if you are looking for a new archery experience, this might be just what you have been looking for.
Come out to the first annual Pacific Coast Archery Festival, so you can say you were there when it all
started.
We look forward to you experiencing our new facility and event.
If you have any questions about the event, please feel free to call Clark Pentico @ 805 630 1749.

